Essex transforms Utility Vehicles to meet your needs. Tailor yours from our line of quality accessories.

(888) 643 - 7739
www.EssexMfg.com
Saginaw, TX
The Essex Modular Cab system is designed to fit and enhance the RTV with its unique features, quality and ease of installation. The modular components provide for flexible configurations and future upgrades.

Essex Modular Cab Enclosure: Kubota RTV900

The Essex Hardtop and Safety Glass Lift Windshield are the foundation for the modular cab system. The Hardtop features a preinstalled wiring harness, dome light and headliner.

The addition of a rear sliding glass window and rear quarter panels add further protection while maintaining full visibility.

Our trademark Lift Windshield and Sliding Glass Rear window provide excellent visibility and flow thru ventilation. Together with the lift off doors, they provide 4-way circulation that makes an Essex cab practical even in hot summer and southern climates.

The cab is constructed of 16 & 18 gauge rust inhibited 'Electro-galv' steel with a durable gray powder coat finish. The frame is reinforced for strength and formed for a tight, easy installation with a minimum of fasteners. It includes a preinstalled dome light, an electric wiper and an accessory harness for easy installation of electrical accessories.

Add our unique steel reinforced vinyl doors and your RTV has the best cab available. The lightweight, 1/2” thick, vinyl doors are constructed over the tubular steel frame. They feature lift-off hinges for easy door removal and quality recessed paddle latches with locks. They feature a larger sliding window. Door limit straps are included.

All Cabs include: Dome light, An accessory wiring harness with fuse panel; and an electric windshield wiper.

Our Rear Glass Window slides open 20” for four way circulation.
**ACCESSORIES FOR THE KUBOTA RTV900**

The Essex Steel Hardtop features a preinstalled domelight, wiring harness and insulating headliner. It can be installed standalone or as part of our modular cab system. Available Camo or Gray. [PART# 900HT]

**LIGHTING ACCESSORIES**

**Visor Light Bar**
Hardtop Visor mounted lightbar, consists of three 55W Halogen Lamps and switch panel.

**Hi-Beam Spotlight**
Roof-mounted 160,000 or 245,000 Candle Power spotlights, conveniently hand controlled from inside the cab.

**Strobe/Beacon Light**
Our bright amber beacon light, 70 flashes per minute. Mounts on top of roof.

**Bed Lights**
55W Halogen flood lights, includes switch assembly and harness. Mounted on rear of Hardtop.

**CAB ACCESSORIES**

**Stereo/CD Player**
Radio with Stereo/CD/MP3 capability, includes credit card sized remote control.

**Rearview Mirror**
A Universal convex mirror is all metal with a chrome finish that lasts, provides a panoramic view.

**Cab 2-Speed Fan**
Cooling/Defrost fan, 360 Degree rotation, easily connects to the Essex Wiring harness.

**CARGO ACCESSORIES**

**Front Work Basket**
Expanded metal open top basket with powder coat textured finish. Mounts to OEM bumper.

**Bed Gates**
Three-Rail Aluminum side gates, great for securing cargo and using as a backrest for our Bed Seats (See below).

**Bed Seats**
Rugged and portable bed seats, works best with our Bed Gates, gray or camo cushions.

**Hi Seat**
Our Hi-Seat allows you to see over the top of the vehicle, yet ride safely inside the profile of the unit. Our Dogbox or other cargo fits below.
**The Essex “All-Hunt” Outfit**

**Essex’s Modular “All-Hunt” Configuration** includes our large 2-Hole Dog Box, the Essex Hi Seat, and a Footlocker. Options include a rear storage locker or 4-gun slide, and an expanded metal basket on the top-rear of the Dog Box.

**Contact us for more mule and hunting accessories including**

- Gun scabbards, windshields, cab enclosures, and our SureFoot Kevlar-Belted Tires.

**Also available for Mule, and Club Car XRT.**

---

**The Essex 2-Stall Dog Box** features front butterfly vents, side louvers, self-storing door vents, 10 gallon water tank, heavy duty penz latches, and an electric fan.

**Essex SureFoot’s** stand alone in the utility vehicle market with puncture resistance, load ratings over 1100 pounds, lateral stability and run-flat performance. They feature Kevlar-belted, reinforced sidewalls, and tough “Stubbleguard” rubber. Our SureFoot’s can take you where you want to go... *and bring you back!*

---
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